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Abstract

In this paper, we consider the use of ontologies
as a basis for structuring and simplifying the
process of constructing domain-speci�c problem-
solving tools. We focus speci�cally on the task
of scheduling. Though there is commonality in
scheduling system requirements and design at
several levels across application domains, di�er-
ent scheduling environments invariably present
di�erent challenges (e.g., di�erent dominating
constraints, di�erent objectives, di�erent domain
structure, di�erent sources of uncertainty, etc.),
and hence we can expect high-performance ap-
plication systems to require customized solu-
tions. Unfortunately, the time and cost associ-
ated with such domain-speci�c system develop-
ment at present is typically quite large.
Our work toward overcoming this application
construction bottleneck has led to the devel-
opment of OZONE, a toolkit for con�guring
constraint-based scheduling systems. A cen-
tral component of OZONE is its scheduling on-
tology, which de�nes a reusable and extensi-
ble base of concepts for describing and repre-
senting scheduling problems, domains and con-
straints. The OZONE ontology provides a frame-
work for analyzing the information requirements
of a given target domain, and a structural foun-
dation for constructing an appropriate domain
model. Through direct association of software
component capabilities with concepts in the on-
tology, the ontology promotes rapid con�guration
of executable systems and allows concentration of
modeling e�ort on those idiosyncratic aspects of
the target domain. The OZONE ontology and
toolkit represent a synthesis of extensive prior
work in developing constraint-based scheduling
models for a range of applications in manufac-
turing, space and transportation logistics.
We �rst motivate the use of ontologies as model
building tools, establishing linkages to recent con-
cepts in software engineering and proposing an
extended view of ontologies that includes capabil-
ity descriptions. We then describe our perspec-
tive on the structure of planning and schedul-
ing domain models and summarize major com-
ponents of current OZONE scheduling ontology.

Ontologies and Model Building

In recent years, the �eld of software engineering has
placed increasing emphasis on software reusability as
a key to reducing the time and cost of application sys-
tem construction and maintenance. Techniques for de-
velopment and (re)use of software components have
received wide attention and use (Biggersta� & Perlis
1989; Krueger 1992), and tools that support system de-
velopment from reusable building blocks are maturing
(Cotter 1996; Smith 1990; Batory & O'Malley 1992).
Despite this activity, however, the systematic devel-
opment of applications from components remains an
open issue. One obstacle stems from the lack of com-
munication and coordination between component de-
velopers (who must design for reuse) and component
users (who design with reuse) (Becker & D��az-Herrera
1994); overly complex components are di�cult to reuse
while overly simple components do not provide su�-
cient building blocks. Two current areas of software
engineering research aimed speci�cally at promoting
reusability are (1) domain analysis (Hess et al. 1990;
Arango & Prieto-D��az 1991) and (2) software architec-
tures (Garlan & Shaw 1994; Clements 1996). Method-
ologies for domain analysis center around formulation
of a domain model, which is intended to precisely de-
lineate the scope of an application domain, the ob-
jects in this domain, desired system functionalities and
features, and the dimensions along which these func-
tionalities vary. Research in software architecture has
focused on categorizing reusable architectural styles
(Garlan, Allen, & Ockerbloom 1994), on architectural
description languages (Shaw & Garlan 1994), and on
architectural patterns (Gamma et al. 1994) that sup-
port composition of components. What is missing are
mechanisms to support the transition from (abstract)
domain models to speci�c architectural designs and
system implementations.

Within the arti�cial intelligence community, issues
of knowledge acquisition and knowledge sharing have
raised similar software reuse challenges, and have
pushed research in related directions. Knowledge engi-
neering, for example, has evolved from a process con-



cerned principally with knowledge extraction, where
each application is considered uniquely, to a model
construction process, where applications are catego-
rized according to type of task and applicable meth-
ods (Wielinga et al. 1992; Steels 1990). Similarly,
trends toward de�nition of generic tasks and task-
speci�c problem solving architectures (e.g., (Chan-
drasehakaran 1986)) are motivated by many of the
same reasons that underlie software architecture re-
search. One important area of recent research in
knowledge-based systems has been the development
and use of ontologies (Gruber 1993; Uschold 1996;
Swartout et al. 1996). This work has concentrated
primarily on issues of reusable or sharable knowl-
edge bases, focusing on formalizing particular bodies
of knowledge, on languages for encoding ontologies,
and on methodologies for ontology construction. The
broader relevance of ontologies to design and speci-
�cation of task-speci�c problem solvers has also been
recognized (Wielinga et al. 1992; Wielinga & Schreiber
1993), but has received less attention.

The work reported in this paper takes a similar, ex-
tended view of the role of ontologies. We advocate
the use of ontologies as a means of bridging the gap
between domain analysis and application system con-
struction. Our basic approach is to consider an ontol-
ogy as a framework for specifying models in a particu-
lar problem domain, i.e., a meta-model that provides a
vocabulary for formulating application models in this
problem domain, as well as a set of constraints on what
can be expressed. The scope of the ontology is re-
stricted to a particular problem domain, which permits
much stronger assumptions to be made with regard to
system architecture and sub-structure. On this basis,
concepts in the ontology can be explicitly linked to
software component capability descriptions, enabling
the ontology to serve both as an mechanism for index-
ing and retrieving relevant software components and
as a speci�cation of overall con�guration requirements.
More generally, the association of component capabili-
ties with concept de�nitions in the ontology promotes
direct con�guration of executable systems from speci-
�cation of an abstract domain model.

This approach to application system construction
underlies the design of OZONE, an object-oriented
toolkit for con�guring constraint-based scheduling sys-
tems (Smith, Lassila, & Becker 1996). In the sections
below, we describe the ontology that OZONE provides
for formulating scheduling domain models.

The Structure of Domain Models in
OZONE

As discussed above, the OZONE scheduling ontology
can be characterized as a meta-model of the domain of
scheduling. It provides a language for describing those
aspects of the scheduling domain that are relevant to

construction of an application system, and a set of con-
straints on how concepts in the language �t together
to form consistent domain models. Consistency, in this
context, relates to the information and knowledge re-
quired to insure executability of the model. Generally
speaking, the ontology serves to map user-interpretable
descriptions of an application domain to application
system functionality.

This linkage is established within the OZONE ontol-
ogy through the inclusion of capabilities as an integral
part of concept de�nition. Capabilities provide an op-
erational semantics to the concepts de�ned in the the
ontology, in a form that reects a speci�c bias with
respect to application system design. In particular,
the ontology presumes an underlying constraint-based
solution framework and scheduling system architec-
ture (Smith 1994; Smith, Lassila, & Becker 1996); this
commitment follows directly from the strong match of
constraint-based techniques to the decision-support re-
quirements of practical scheduling environments. Ca-
pabilities, then, encapsulate reusable components for
con�guring and customizing constraint-based solution
methods. For example, the concept of a \resource"
contributes capabilities for querying and managing its
available capacity over time, and di�erent resource
types (e.g., reusable, consumable) provide speci�c \im-
plementations". Given a solution method that incor-
porates these capabilities, the ontology provides a di-
rect basis for its customization to match the resources
in any target domain.

In the remainder of this section, we summarize the ba-
sic components of the OZONE scheduling ontology. By
convention, we use capitalization to distinguish spe-
ci�c concepts that are included. We start with an
overview of the principal concepts involved and their
inter-relationships, and then consider each individually
in more detail.

Basic components of scheduling models
and their relationships

Like several contemporary process modeling and on-
tology development e�orts (Uschold et al. 1996;
Gruninger & Fox 1994; Le Pape 1994; Lee, Yost,
& Group 1994; Tate 1996; Smith 1989) the OZONE
scheduling ontology adopts an activity-centered mod-
eling viewpoint. Scheduling is de�ned as a process of
feasibly synchronizing the use of RESOURCES by AC-
TIVITIES to satisfy DEMANDS over time, and ap-
plication problems are described in terms of this ab-
stract domain model. Figure 1 illustrates the base
concepts involved and their structural relationships. A
DEMAND is an input request for one or more PROD-
UCTS, which designate the GOODS or SERVICES re-
quired. Satisfaction of DEMANDS centers around the
execution of ACTIVITIES. An ACTIVITY is a process
that uses RESOURCES to produce goods or provide
services. The use of RESOURCES and the execution of



ACTIVITIES is restricted by a set of CONSTRAINTS.
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Figure 1: Abstract Domain Model

These �ve base concepts of the ontology - DE-
MAND, ACTIVITY, RESOURCE, PROD-
UCT, and CONSTRAINT - together with the
inter-relationships depicted in Figure 1, de�ne an ab-
stract model of a scheduling domain, and a framework
for analyzing and describing particular application en-
vironments. Associated with each concept de�nition
are terminologies for describing basic properties and
capabilities. Properties de�ne attributes or parame-
ters of relevance to specifying an executable scheduling
model. The abstract model and its properties are ex-
tensible through concept specializations to de�ne more
speci�c models for various subdomains. Figure 2 indi-
cates model specializations for two such subdomains:
manufacturing production scheduling and transporta-
tion scheduling. Capabilities designated in the ab-
stract model, alternatively, establish protocols for op-
erationalizing concept de�nitions in terms of the com-
ponent functionality required to compose overall solu-
tion methods. Specializations of concepts in the ab-
stract model, then, provide a library of implementa-
tions that reect important ontological distinctions.
In this respect, the abstract model underlying the
OZONE ontology can be viewed as a template for spec-
ifying executable domain models.

Associated Capabilities

The capabilities de�ned in the abstract domain model
relate generally to aspects of solution and constraint
management, and, as indicated earlier, are rooted in
an underlying constraint-based problem solving model.
In OZONE, plans and schedules are represented as net-
works of ACTIVITIES, with an ACTIVITY containing
various decision variables (e.g., start time, end time,
assigned resources). To construct a schedule that sat-
is�es a given input DEMAND, it is necessary to �rst
instantiate a set of ACTIVITIES that will produce
(provide) the designated PRODUCT. This instantia-
tion process is accomplished by Instantiate-Product-
Plan, a joint capability of DEMAND and PRODUCT
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Figure 2: Layered models of scheduling subdomains

that integrates prototype plan information de�ned by
the PRODUCT with the speci�c parameters of the
triggering DEMAND. One consequence of Instantiate-
Product-Plan, for example, is the imposition of con-
straints on the start and end times of instantiated ac-
tivities following from the READY and DUE DATES
speci�ed in the DEMAND.

To schedule an ACTIVITY, it is necessary to choose
speci�c RESOURCES, which involves determining in-
tervals where resources have capacity available to sup-
port execution of the ACTIVITY, and subsequently
allocating capacity of chosen RESOURCES to ensure
that they will not be used by other ACTIVITIES. The
semantics of allocating (and de-allocating) resource ca-
pacity varies according to the type of RESOURCE in-
volved, and hence a RESOURCE provides primitive
Allocate-Capacity andDeallocate-Capacity capabilities.
To this end, a RESOURCE maintains a representa-
tion of its available capacity over time. A third RE-
SOURCE capability, Find-Available-Time, uses this
representation to provide a mechanism for identifying
intervals of time where the RESOURCE currently has
available capacity.

A Find-Schedulable-Time capability is associated with
an ACTIVITY, which intersects the availability inter-
vals found by a given set of required RESOURCES.
This capability, and a companion Find-Alternative-
Resources capability, provide generic primitives for
elaborating a space of alternative decisions. Another
pair of ACTIVITY capabilities,Reserve-Resources and
Free-Resources, provide complementary primitives for
committing to and retracting speci�c scheduling de-
cisions. Both Reserve-Resources and Free-Resources
rely, in turn, on the Propagate-Constraints capabilities



associated with temporal and value CONSTRAINTS
to incrementally update the possible values for various
decision variables.

The OZONE Scheduling Ontology

In the following subsections, we consider the �ve ba-
sic components of the OZONE scheduling ontology in
more detail. In doing so, we assume the existence of
basic temporal concepts such as TIME-INTERVALS
and TIME-POINTS (c.f. (Allen 1984)).

DEMANDS

Concept De�nition. A DEMAND is a request
for goods and services, or more generically PROD-
UCTS, that the system being modeled can provide.
DEMANDS specify the input goals that drive the sys-
tem, along with any CONSTRAINTS that must be
taken into account when achieving them. The set of
outstanding DEMANDS at any point determine the
current scheduling problem to be solved.

Properties. A DEMAND has several de�ning prop-
erties:

� PRODUCT - The PRODUCT is the object of the
DEMAND. It speci�es the type of good or service
that is requested.

� RELEASE-DATE - The earliest time an ACTIV-
ITY for achieving the DEMAND can start.

� DUE-DATE - The latest time an ACTIVITY for
achieving the DEMAND should end.

� TEMPORAL-RELATIONS - These are syn-
chronization constraints with respect to achievement
of other system DEMANDS

� PRIORITY - The relative importance of the DE-
MAND, providing a basis for establishing a partial
ordering over the entire set of demands.

� ACTIVITIES - The set of activities that ful�ll
the DEMAND. As indicated earlier, these are de-
termined by Instantiate-Product-Plan, a joint capa-
bility of DEMAND and PRODUCT concept de�ni-
tions.

For most types of DEMANDS, there will be addi-
tional parameters which further specify the requested
PRODUCT. DEMAND parameters will vary for di�er-
ent types of goods or services, but typical parameters
include:

� QUANTITY - A parameter relating to the size of
the DEMAND (e.g., the number of goods requested,
the amount of material to be processed)

� MATERIAL - A parameter relating to the type of
material that must be processed

� ORIGIN, DESTINATION - If the DEMAND is
a request for material to be moved, then ORIGIN
and DESTINATION locations are necessary param-
eters

PRODUCTS

Concept De�nition. A PRODUCT is a good or
service provided by some system of interest. A PART-
TYPE is a typical PRODUCT of a manufacturing sys-
tem; a transportation system alternatively provides
TRANSPORT-SERVICES. A PRODUCT is realized
through execution of some set of activities. A DE-
MAND for a PRODUCT is considered satis�ed when
all of these activities have completed.

Properties. From the standpoint of managing sys-
tem activities in response to external DEMANDS,
properties of interest in de�ning a PRODUCT relate
to the mapping from DEMANDS to ACTIVITIES.
Speci�cally, a PRODUCT de�nition includes the fol-
lowing:

� ACTIVITIES - the set of processing steps re-
quired to produce or provide the PRODUCT (i.e.,
a plan for realizing this PRODUCT)

� RESOURCES - the set of resources that can
be utilized to execute various ACTIVITIES of the
PRODUCT plan.

A PRODUCT speci�cation, together with the con-
straints and parameters of a requesting DEMAND, en-
ables instantiation of a set of ACTIVITIES for ful�ll-
ing the DEMAND (Instantiate-Product-Plan). From
a scheduling perspective, these ACTIVITIES contain
the decision variables (start times, end times, assigned
resources) of the problem to be solved; and the instan-
tiation process restricts the domains of these decision
variables according to the constraints speci�ed in the
DEMAND.

RESOURCES

Concept De�nition. Central to the de�nition of
our scheduling ontology is the concept of a RE-
SOURCE. A RESOURCE is an entity that sup-
ports or enables the execution of ACTIVITIES. RE-
SOURCES are generally in �nite supply and their
availability constrains when and how ACTIVITIES ex-
ecute. Making e�cient use of RESOURCES in support
of multiple, competing ACTIVITIES is the crux of the
scheduling problem, and, from the standpoint of con-
structing scheduling models, the distinguishing charac-
teristics of RESOURCES relate to constraints on their
availability.

The availability of a RESOURCE can be de�ned gen-
erally in terms of some dynamically changing aspect
of state. Most typically, a RESOURCE is modeled
as providing some amount of CAPACITY, a numeric



quantity which varies over time as a function of allocat-
ing the RESOURCE to various ACTIVITIES and its
associated allocation semantics. This is the approach
taken in (Fadel, M.S. Fox, & Gruninger 1994; Uschold
et al. 1996). However, there are also RESOURCES
whose availability is more a function of qualitative
state: ACTIVITIES require the RESOURCE to be in a
particular state or subset of possible states (e.g., to be
idle as opposed to busy) rather than requiring that the
RESOURCE have a su�cient amount of CAPACITY.
Hence we distinguish two broad classes of resources
from the standpoint of availability:

� CAPACITATED-RESOURCES -
RESOURCES whose availability is characterized in
terms of the amount of CAPACITY that is available.
In this case, concept specializations provide capa-
bilities for maintaining a representation of available
capacity over time (Increase-Capacity, Decrease-
Capacity), for allocating and deallocating capacity to
activities (Allocate-Capacity, DeAllocate-Capacity),
and for �nding periods where capacity is available
(Find-Available-Time).

� DISCRETE-STATE-RESOURCES
- RESOURCES whose availability is a function of
some discrete set of possible state values. Here def-
initions provide analogous capabilities for querying,
updating and protecting state values over time.

In the case of CAPACITATED-RESOURCES, con-
straints on availability (i.e. usage of capacity) depend
on several di�erent properties of the resource. One de-
termining characteristic is whether RESOURCE CA-
PACITY is used or consumed by an ACTIVITY when
it is allocated:

� A REUSABLE-RESOURCE, is a RESOURCE
whose capacity becomes available for reuse after
an ACTIVITY to which it has been allocated �n-
ishes. We say that the ACTIVITY uses the RE-
SOURCE(Uschold et al. 1996)

� A CONSUMABLE-RESOURCE, is one whose
CAPACITY, once allocated to an ACTIVITY does
not become available again. We say that the AC-
TIVITY consumes the RESOURCE.

Though we could further distinguish a third
class,RENEWABLE-RESOURCES, to refer to RE-
SOURCES that have their CAPACITY increased by
ACTIVITIES (Fadel, M.S. Fox, & Gruninger 1994),
we instead consider production of RESOURCE CA-
PACITY to be a separable issue. In our model, AC-
TIVITIES utilize RESOURCES to produce PROD-
UCTS. In a resource producing ACTIVITY, the RE-
SOURCE CAPACITY generated is the PRODUCT
(or output) of the ACTIVITY; it is not assuming the
role of a RESOURCE in this context. Moreover, RE-
NEWABILITY is a property that is equally relevant
to REUSABLE-RESOURCES as well as CONSUM-

ABLES. Any RESOURCE can be designated as RE-
NEWABLE by additionally de�ning it to be a PROD-
UCT.

A second aspect of RESOURCES that impacts usage
(or consumption) of CAPACITY by ACTIVITIES is
physical structure. In this respect, RESOURCES can
be classi�ed as:

� ATOMIC-RESOURCE - This is a RESOURCE
that is not divisible and can only be con�gured to
support one process at a time. We can distinguish
two subtypes:

{ A UNIT-CAPACITY-RESOURCE can only
be used by one ACTIVITY during any given
TIME-INTERVAL. In this case we could equiv-
alently model the RESOURCE as a discrete state
variable with two values : busy and idle.

{ A BATCH-CAPACITY-RESOURCE can
support multipleACTIVITIES if there is su�cient
capacity, and if they they require the same re-
source con�guration and are temporally synchro-
nized to occur over the same TIME-INTERVAL.
BATCHING-COMPATIBILITY constraints spec-
ify the commonality in resource con�guration that
is required of multiple ACTIVITIES for simulta-
neous use of a BATCH-CAPACITY-RESOURCE.
These constraints are de�ned with respect to
di�erent types of ACTIVITIES that the RE-
SOURCE can support. For example, for two
TRANSPORT-ACTIVITIES to be supported by
the same vehicle at the same time, both have to
require transport between the same locations.

� An AGGREGATE-RESOURCE represents a
pool of resources, which may be composed of
smaller AGGREGATE-RESOURCES or ATOMIC-
RESOURCES. The CAPACITY of an AGGRE-
GATE-RESOURCE reects the collective CAPAC-
ITY of its constituent SUB-RESOURCES. This CA-
PACITY can be independently allocated to multiple
activities over any given TIME-INTERVAL, subject
only to any constraints induced from the structure
of the aggregated SUB-RESOURCES. Based on the
nature of SUB-RESOURCE structure, we can de�ne
several types of AGGREGATE-RESOURCE:

{ HOMOGENEOUS-RESOURCE-POOL
- An AGGREGATE-RESOURCE composed of n
SUB-RESOURCES of the same type. HOMO-
GENEOUS-RESOURCE-POOLS can be further
di�erentiated as:

� SIMPLE-CAPACITY-POOL - A HOMO-
GENEOUS-RESOURCE-POOL which is com-
posed of n UNIT-CAPACITY-RESOURCES
and can thus simultaneously support n indepen-
dent activities. This corresponds to the de�ni-
tion of CAPACITATED-RESOURCE given in
(Fadel, M.S. Fox, & Gruninger 1994).



� STRUCTURED-CAPACITY-POOL -
A HOMOGENEOUS-RESOURCE-POOL com-
posed of n BATCH-CAPACITY-RESOURCES
or n AGGREGATE-RESOURCES of capacity
c, having total CAPACITY n � c. This type
of resource can simultaneously support n inde-
pendent activities only if the capacity required
by any one activity � c. Any extra capacity
over a given TIME-INTERVAL can potentially
be used to support additional activities, but only
if COMPATIBILITY constraints are satis�ed.

{ HETEROGENEOUS-RESOURCE-POOL -
An AGGREGATE-RESOURCE that is composed
of RESOURCES of di�erent types and CAPACI-
TIES.

Regardless of the level of detail at which RE-
SOURCE allocation decisions are to be consid-
ered in a given domain (e.g., at the level of
ATOMIC-RESOURCES or higher), AGGREGATE-
RESOURCES capture the hierarchical structure
of domain resources in most environments. One
consequence is that the unavailability of an
AGGREGATE-RESOURCE over a given TIME-
INTERVAL always implies the unavailability of
its constituent SUB-RESOURCES over the same
TIME-INTERVAL.

Properties. The properties of a RESOURCE of pri-
mary interest here are those which a�ect its avail-
ability and utilization. Lets �rst consider availabil-
ity. In the case of a CAPACITATED-RESOURCE,
availability is a function of its CAPACITY. CAPAC-
ITY is a QUANTITY (or set of QUANTITIES) of
some unit measure (e.g., volume, weight, number of
activities) that is available for allocation to ACTIVI-
TIES over time. The allocation of a CAPACITATED-
RESOURCE to an ACTIVITY implies use or con-
sumption of some amount of CAPACITY, and the
number of ACTIVITIES that can be simultaneously
supported is limited by the total CAPACITY of the
RESOURCE. We can distinguish between di�erent
types of CAPACITY models, which impose di�erent
CAPACITY CONSTRAINTS:

� A UNIFORM-CAPACITY model represents
CAPACITY as a scalar QUANTITY. The CA-
PACITY-CONSTRAINT of a RESOURCE with
UNIFORM-CAPACITY requires that, at any point
in time, the sum of the CAPACITY used/consumed
by all supported ACTIVITIES � the CAPACITY of
the RESOURCE.

� A HETEROGENEOUS-CAPACITY model re-
presents CAPACITY as a vector of two or more UNI-
FORM-CAPACITIES, reecting partitioned sub-
CAPACITIES. For example, a ship might have sep-
arate cargo holds. The CAPACITY-CONSTRAINT
of a RESOURCE with HETEROGENEOUS-CAPA-
CITY is the conjunction of the CAPACITY-CONS-

TRAINTS associated with constituent UNIFORM-
CAPACITIES.

� A MULTI-DIMENSIONAL-CAPACITY
model de�nes CAPACITY in terms of two or more
QUANTITIES, with each contributing a separate
CAPACITY-CONSTRAINT that must be satis�ed.
For example, the capacity of an aircraft might be
de�ned in terms of both maximum weight and
volume. In the case of MULTI-DIMENSIONAL-
CAPACITY, the CAPACITY-CONSTRAINT re-
quires that for each di�erent unit measure, the sum
of the CAPACITY utilized by all supported ACTIV-
ITIES � the CAPACITY of the RESOURCE.

In the case of a DISCRETE-STATE-RESOURCE,
\availability" corresponds to being in a state that
matches the condition of the ACTIVITY that requires
the resource. A DISCRETE-STATE-RESOURCE has
a set of possible STATE-VALUES. If the RESOURCE
is controllable, individual STATE-VALUES can be ad-
ditionally de�ned as PRODUCTS; this allows linkage
to ACTIVITIES for bringing about their speci�c val-
ues. Allocation of a DISCRETE-STATE-RESOURCE
to an ACTIVITY implies commitment to (or protec-
tion of) a speci�c STATE-VALUE over some TIME-
INTERVAL, and multiple ACTIVITIES can be simul-
taneously supported, as long as compatible STATE-
VALUES are required.

In many cases, usage of a RESOURCE also depends
on other physical properties. Generally, the physical
properties of interest will be a function of the domain,
but some fairly generic examples include its SPEED,
which contrains how long ACTIVITIES take to per-
form, and itsRANGE, which a�ects whether it can be
used for a particular ACTIVITY or not. Another gen-
eral physical property of a REUSABLE-RESOURCE
is its SETUP-DURATION, which speci�es how
long it takes to con�gure the RESOURCE for use by
a particular ACTIVITY. We can distinguish di�erent
types of SETUP-DURATION models:

� A CONSTANT-SETUP-TIME model implies
that the RESOURCE requires a �xed amount of
time to be con�gured for use by an ACTIVITY, re-
gardless of its prior state.

� A STATE-DEPENDENT-SETUP-TIME
model implies that the amount of time re-
quired to con�gure the RESOURCE for use by
an ACTIVITY is variable and depends on the
speci�c prior con�guration of the RESOURCE.
A special form of STATE-DEPENDENT-SETUP-
TIME is SEQUENCE-DEPENDENT-SETUP-
TIME, where setup time is assumed to be a function
of the last ACTIVITY that was processed using the
RESOURCE.

OtherUSAGE-RESTRICTIONS can also limit the
availability of RESOURCES:



� UNAVAILABILITY-INTERVALS - A TIME-
INTERVAL where a RESOURCE
cannot be allocated is one simple type of USAGE-
RESTRICTION. UNAVAILABILITY-INTERVALS
can reect RESOURCE-BREAKDOWNS, pe-
riods where DOWN-SHIFTS or RESOURCE-
MAINTENANCE have been planned, or other
unmodeled circumstances.

� CUMULATIVE-USAGE-CONSTRAINTS -
There may also be restrictions on the total amount
of RESOURCE use permitted over a given TIME-
INTERVAL.

ACTIVITIES

Concept De�nition. An ACTIVITY represents a
process that can be executed over a certain time in-
terval. An ACTIVITY requires RESOURCES to ex-
ecute and its execution both depends on and a�ects
the current state of these RESOURCES. An ACTIV-
ITY can also have other EFFECTS (e.g., PRODUCTS
are produced, other enabling RESOURCE states are
established), and it is these EFFECTS that lead ulti-
mately to satis�ed DEMANDS. An ACTIVITY may
be decomposable into a set of more-detailed SUB-
ACTIVITIES, enabling processes to be described at
multiple levels of abstraction.

Properties. From the standpoint of the problem
solver, an ACTIVITY designates a set of decision vari-
ables. The action of scheduling an ACTIVITY involves
determining values for these variables. The basic deci-
sion variables associated with an ACTIVITY are:

� START-TIME, END-TIME, which delineate the
interval during which the ACTIVITY will occur, and

� ASSIGNED-RESOURCES, which indicates the
set of RESOURCES allocated to the ACTIVITY

An ACTIVITY has a number of properties that con-
strain the values that can be assigned to these decision
variables:

� DURATION - the time required for the ACTIV-
ITY to execute.

� RESOURCE-REQUIREMENTS - the set of
RESOURCE usage/consumption constraints that
must be satis�ed for the ACTIVITY to execute.

� RELATIONS -
the set of TEMPORAL-RELATIONS between this
ACTIVITY and others.

� DEMAND - the DEMAND that the ACTIVITY
was instantiated to satisfy. The DEMAND imposes
EARLIEST-START-TIME and LATEST-FINISH-
TIME constraints, and associates PRIORITY infor-
mation.

� PARAMETERS - depending on the type of AC-
TIVITY, there may be one or more PARAMETERS

relating to the ACTIVITY's associated DEMAND.
For example, if the associated DEMAND is for a
QUANTITY of some PRODUCT, then the ACTIV-
ITY might also have a QUANTITY, in this case in-
dicating the portion of the total QUANTITY that
it produces.

� STATUS - an ACTIVITY may be in one of sev-
eral states: UNSCHEDULED, SCHEDULED, IN-
PROCESS, or COMPLETED.

Following a constraint-based problem solving orienta-
tion, an ACTIVITY provides capabilities for incremen-
tally allocating resources and making variable assign-
ments (Reserve-Resources), for retracting previous as-
signments (Free-Resources), and for propagating the
consequences of these decisions to related ACTIVI-
TIES (Propagate-Constraints). An ACTIVITY thus
maintains EARLIEST and LATEST bounds on its
START-TIME and END-TIME, as well as a set of
currently feasible RESOURCE-ALTERNATIVES. An
ACTIVITY also de�nes primitives for exploring alter-
native sets of resource assignments (Find-Alternative-
Resources) and alternative intervals where resources
are simultaneously available (Find-Schedulable-Time).

CONSTRAINTS

Concept De�nition. Generally speaking, a CON-
STRAINT restricts the set of values that can be as-
signed to a variable. In the scheduling domain, CON-
STRAINTS restrict the assignment of START and
END-TIMES and the allocation of RESOURCES to
ACTIVITIES. From this perspective, we can identify
several basic types:

� VALUE-
COMPATIBILITY-CONSTRAINTS restrict
the values of non-temporal decision variables, and
specify conditions under which a value assignment
to a given variable is compatible with those of other
variables or properties in the model. In the case of
basic scheduling models, these CONSTRAINTS re-
late speci�cally to RESOURCE assignment decisions
and are referred to as RESOURCE-COMPATI-
BILITY-CONSTRAINTS. They designate the
conditions under which a given RESOURCE (or
type of RESOURCE) can be feasibly used to per-
form a given ACTIVITY. They may represent phys-
ical capabilities and limitations of RESOURCES, or
external (e.g., user-imposed) restrictions.
We can distinguish two varieties of VALUE (or RE-
SOURCE) COMPATIBILITY-CONSTRAINTS:

{ A STATIC-COMPATIBILITY speci�es a re-
source usage condition that depends on some other
static property of the ACTIVITY that requires
the RESOURCE (e.g., parameters of its associ-
ated DEMAND, PRODUCT characteristics, other
properties of the ACTIVITY itself). For exam-
ple, an aircraft has a maximum range and may



also be capable of carrying only certain types of
cargo. Depending on the type of cargo to be
moved and the distance of the cargo's destina-
tion (both parameters of the input DEMAND),
this aircraft may or may not be a compatible (fea-
sible) RESOURCE assignment. From a problem
solving perspective, STATIC-COMPATIBILITY-
CONSTRAINTS can be applied when an ACTIV-
ITY is �rst instantiated to prune the space of al-
ternatives in advance of scheduling.

{ A DYNAMIC-COMPATIBILITY speci�es a
compatibility condition or dependency between
two RESOURCE assignments (or more generally
between two decision variables). It may involve
separate RESOURCE assignments for a single
ACTIVITY (e.g., the chosen air crew must be
quali�ed to y the chosen aircraft) or may con-
strain the RESOURCE assignments of two dis-
tinct activities (e.g., the chosen aircraft for both
legs of the ight must be the same). One speci�c
type of DYNAMIC-COMPATIBILITY mentioned
earlier is a BATCHING-COMPATIBILITY,
which dictates the circumstances under which two
ACTIVITIES can simultaneously use capacity of a
BATCH-CAPACITY-RESOURCE. DYNAMIC-
COMPATIBILITY-CONSTRAINTS must be re-
applied each time a decision is made.

� TEMPORAL-CONSTRAINTS restrict the
values of temporal decision variables, i.e., ACTIV-
ITY START-TIMES and END-TIMES. There are
two basic types:

{ An ABSOLUTE-TIME-CONSTRAINT
places an absolute lower or upper bound on
the value of a TIME-POINT. Examples of
ABSOLUTE-TIME-CONSTRAINTS previously
mentioned include The RELEASE-DATE-CON-
STRAINT and the DUE-DATE-CONSTRAINT
imposed by a DEMAND.

{ A RELATIVE-TIME-CONSTRAINT, alter-
natively, restricts the separation between two
TIME-POINTS. According to whether or not the
constrained TIME-POINTS belong to the same
interval or not, we de�ne two subtypes:

� INTERVAL-RELATIONS - An INTERVAL-
RELATION synchronizes the occurrence of two
TIME-INTERVALS (e.g., two ACTIVITIES). It
speci�es an ordering with respect to the respec-
tive START-TIMES and/or END-TIMES of the
two related intervals, and the relation may be
quanti�ed by a metric LOWER-BOUND and
UPPER-BOUND on the temporal separation be-
tween ordered TIME-POINTS. An unquanti�ed
INTERVAL-RELATION is interpreted as hav-
ing LOWER-BOUND, UPPER-BOUND values
of 0;1. The set of INTERVAL-RELATIONS in-
cludes:

� BEFORE - For two intervals I1 and I2, I1 BE-
FORE I2[lb; ub] implies that ST (I2) � ET (I1)+
lb
V
ST (I2) � ET (I1) + ub.

� SAME-START - For two intervals I1 and
I2, I1 SAME-START I2[lb; ub] implies that
ST (I2) � ST (I1) + lb

V
ST (I2) � ST (I1) + ub.

� SAME-END - For two intervals I1 and I2,
I1 SAME-END I2[lb; ub] implies that ET (I2) �
ET (I1) + lb

V
ET (I2) � ET (I1) + ub.

� CONTAINS - For two intervals I1 and I2,
I1 CONTAINS I2[lb1; ub1; lb2; ub2] implies that
ST (I2) � ST (I1) + lb1

V
ST (I2) � ST (I1) +

ub1
V
ET (I1) � ET (I2) + lb2

V
ET (I1) �

ET (I2) + ub2.

� DURATION-CONSTRAINTS - A DUR-
ATION-CONSTRAINT imposes a LOWER-
BOUND or UPPER-BOUND (or both) on the
separation between the START and END points
of a given TIME-INTERVAL. For interval I1
and [lb; ub], lb � ET (I1) � ST (I1) � ub. An
ACTIVITY-DURATION and a RESOURCE'S
SETUP-DURATION are two previously men-
tioned types of DURATION-CONSTRAINTS.

� RESOURCE-AVAILABILITY-
CONSTRAINTS de�ne third class of phys-
ical CONSTRAINT which impacts the assign-
ments of both RESOURCES and START/END-
TIMES to ACTIVITIES. The various types of
CAPACITY-CONSTRAINTS and USAGE-RES-
TRICTIONS discussed earlier fall into this category.

� INSTANTIATION-CONSTRAINTS represent
a �nal class of CONSTRAINT which restricts the
creation of decision variables. In the case of ba-
sic scheduling models, decision variables are proper-
ties of ACTIVITIES and we refer to this category
of constraints more speci�cally as ACTIVITY-
INSTANTIATION-CONSTRAINTS. ACT-
IVITY-INSTANTIATION-CONSTRAINTS include
restrictions on how DEMANDS can be mapped to
sets of ACTIVITIES. For example, in distributing
the cargo that must be moved to satisfy a trans-
port DEMAND across several movement ACTIVI-
TIES (e.g., due to vehicle CAPACITY limitations),
there may be physical constraints on how the cargo
can be disaggregated.

Properties. A CONSTRAINTmay be considered to
be HARD or SOFT. The problem solver is never
allowed to violate HARD-CONSTRAINTS. SOFT-
CONSTRAINTS, alternatively, are considered to be
RELAXABLE if need be. For example, DUE-
DATE-CONSTRAINTS are treated as RELAXABLE-
CONSTRAINTS in many scheduling contexts. The
designation of RELAXABLE-CONSTRAINTS is typ-
ically accompanied by a speci�cation of OBJEC-
TIVES or PREFERENCES. When due dates can
be relaxed, for example, minimizing tardiness is a



common OBJECTIVE. OBJECTIVES and PREF-
ERENCES prioritize the space of possible RELAX-
ATIONS of a CONSTRAINT and provide a basis for
measuring solution quality.

Concluding Remarks

The OZONE scheduling ontology is the result of
considerable prior experience in building planning
and scheduling systems, in application domains rang-
ing from manufacturing production scheduling (Smith
1994) to space mission planning (Muscettola et al.
1992) to transportation logistics (Smith & Lassila
1994). The class library design and implementa-
tion have followed from retrospective analysis of these
scheduling domains and systems (e.g., (Becker & D��az-
Herrera 1994)), together with application of object-
oriented analysis and design principles (Smith & Las-
sila 1994). As evidence of the e�cacy of the model-
building approach, OZONE was recently applied to
develop a quite substantial prototype for reactive,
aero-medical evacuation replanning in just two person-
months time (Lassila, Becker, & Smith 1996). Though
bearing similarity in many respects to various strategic
deployment scheduling problems previously addressed
with OZONE, the medical evacuation domain also re-
quired some fundamentally di�erent capabilities (e.g.,
integration of itinerary routing and resource allocation
decision-making). The use of the ontology and asso-
ciated constraint management capabilities enabled ap-
plication development to be quickly localized to those
aspects of the domain that required component spe-
cialization or extension.

The scheduling ontology presented above is mainly
concerned with modeling the entities and constraints of
a particular domain. It does not address issues relating
to the development of problem solving methods and
heuristics that best match domain requirements and
characteristics. Though not discussed in this paper,
the OZONE toolkit does also provide a companion,
agenda-based framework for con�guring and integrat-
ing problem-solving methods to meet domain-speci�c
requirements. One goal of our current research is to
extend our ontological approach to domain modeling
to cover this aspect of application construction as well.
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